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cdn selection and switching
OPTIMIZE THE DELIVERY PATH WITHCDN SELECTION AND SWITCHING

Select and switch to the CDN that optimizes the delivery path to your viewers. Base the decision on real-time session data and AI-processed problem identification, and switch from one CDN to another without the viewer noticing.
Book a Virtual Live Demo
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Select the CDN that can give your viewers’ the best possible quality of experience (QoE) at any time or select the CDN that gives you the best cost options, or why not combine the two. You decide what you want to base your CDN selection on. Apply your business rules whether that is QoE-data, cost, geography, type of content or another parameter import to you.
Our delivery control platform offers a number of services available for your CDN selection and switching processes, see below. By using our advanced session-data processing tool Algorithmic Session Tracker (AST) for your CDN decision you’ll benefit from a comprehensive set of actionable data to identify the optimal delivery path for your video services. You can also use the AST capability as a separate means to monitor sessions and get valuable QoE insights for further analyses feeding business decisions.
	Initial CDN Selection
	QoE Monitoring
	QoE-based Initial CDN Selection
	QoE-based In-stream CDN Switching

Want to see how in-stream CDN switching can improve end user quality in real time? Watch the video:





PROACTIVELY SELECT AND SWITCH
TO THE BEST CDN

With the Algorithmic Session Tracker capabilities, you ensure your CDN selection decision is based on the most accurate and real-time analytics available at any time. Once identified, you can automatically switch to the selected CDN during ongoing session, or you can choose to make the switch upon starting the next session.
	Base your selection of CDN on real-time and artificial intelligence (AI)-processed data to understand traffic patterns and network issues
	Real-time (less than 3 seconds) and detailed session data such as bitrate request and delivery provide key insights for your decision
	Steer your CDN selection to avoid network congested delivery paths with real-time network performance insights
	Learn what are causing delivery problems by advanced problem recognition and analyses




Choose the service for your needs

 
	Features & Capabilities
	Initial CDN Selection
	QoE

Monitoring
	QoE-based Initial CDN Selection
	QoE-based In-stream CDN Switching

	CDN agnostic	✔
	✔
	✔
	✔

	Client agnostic (server side solution)	✔
	✔
	✔
	✔

	Format agnostic (Live/VoD, DASH/HLS/MSS)	✔
	✔
	✔
	✔

	Static CDN Selection				
	Configurable based on defined policies* 	✔
			
	Real-time QoE monitoring				
	Based on QoE data from selected streams**	
	✔
	✔
	✔

	Based on all streams (100%)	
	
	
	✔

	Automated CDN Selection at stream start				
	Based on QoE data from selected streams**			✔
	
	Based on QoE data from all streams			
	✔

	Automated and in-stream CDN switching in real-time (<3 sec)				
	Based on QoE data for all protected streams				✔

		Learn more
	Learn more
	Learn more
	Learn more


*Policies based on geo-lookup, client type, content etc. For full list, please see Service sheet.
**The selection of streams can be based on geography, device, user agent, content, ISP etc. Up to 3000 sessions can be monitored at the time. Select and carefully troubleshoot parts of your distribution network and video service parameters to find quality problems


Book a live demo


ARE YOU READY FOR TV BEYOND BROADCAST?

Fill out the form below and we will get in touch with you.
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EMEA
Stockholm HQ
	Hantverkargatan 25 

SE-112 21 STOCKHOLM

Sweden
Phone: +46736126840


North America
Chicago
	263 Shuman Blvd, Suite 145

Naperville, IL 60563
Phone: +18883241970


Latin America
Mexico City
	Avenida Javier Barros Sierra 495 

Santa Fe, Ciudad de México, CP 01219



Asia Pacific
Hong Kong
	40/F, RM 4007A Metroplaza Tower 2

223 Hing Fong Road

Kwai Chung, N.T., Hong Kong
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